
The New Documents in Mycenaean Greek
Ed. John Killen  Cambridge Univ. Press (2024)
Linear B, dating from around 1450 to 1200 bc, is the earliest European 
script that can be read today. Rediscovered in Crete in 1900 and 
dubbed Minoan, it was later found in mainland Greece, at sites 
including Mycenae. In 1952, the script was deciphered and found to 
be early Greek by architect Michael Ventris. He and classicist John 
Chadwick analysed it in Documents in Mycenaean Greek (1956). This 
has now been updated as two volumes edited by classicist John 
Killen, with expert essays on Mycenaean society. Andrew Robinson

Dogwhistles and Figleaves
Jennifer Mather Saul  Oxford Univ. Press (2024)
This timely book on racist and conspiratorial language in politics 
draws on Donald Trump’s election as US president in 2016 and 
his continued popularity. Philosopher Jennifer Saul examines 
“dogwhistles” — coded terms such as ‘88’, used by white supremacists 
to mean ‘Heil Hitler’ — and “figleaves” such as ‘I’m not a racist, but 
…’ to disguise a racist remark. Most commentators on the Trump era 
focus either “on the racism, or on the spread of obvious falsehoods”, 
she notes, whereas she analyses the parallels between the two.

Mysteries of the Deep
James Lawrence Powell  MIT Press (2024)
In 1881, “Charles Darwin was the first to propose drilling” of the 
sea floor — specifically coral reefs — for scientific purposes, notes 
geologist James Powell. In 1912, Alfred Wegener published his 
theory of continental drift; it was controversial at the time, but 
received support from a series of scientific programmes beginning 
in 1968 with the Deep Sea Drilling Project. The current iteration, the 
International Ocean Discovery Program, can drill into Earth’s mantle. 
Powell skilfully brings this probing history of sea-floor drilling to life.

How the World Made the West
Josephine Quinn  Bloomsbury (2024)
As a historian of the ancient world, Josephine Quinn receives 
many applications from students wishing to study ancient Greece 
and Rome as the supposed roots of Western civilization. Her book 
dismantles this outdated view by showing the involvement of many 
other cultures. Greece and Rome openly adapted Mesopotamian law 
codes and literature, Egyptian stone sculpture, Assyrian irrigation 
techniques and a Levantine alphabet. “It is not peoples that make 
history, but people” and their interconnections, she argues. 

Look Again
Tali Sharot & Cass R. Sunstein  Bridge Street/Little, Brown (2024)
Neuroscientist Tali Sharot and behavioural economist Cass Sunstein 
accept that habituation — getting used to things — “is crucial for 
survival: it helps us adapt quickly to our environment”. However, 
dishabituation is crucial to new experiences. Their wide-ranging 
book covers both. A chapter about the German people’s incremental 
habituation to Nazism in the 1930s considers the 1961 experiments of 
psychologist Stanley Milgram, in which a participant complied when 
told to apply incremental electric shocks to a human subject.

require a rapid and coordinated national and 
international response. Yet, global prepar-
edness for the impacts of volcanic eruptions 
is lacking. There is no international United 
Nations treaty organization for ‘operational 
volcanology’ (systematic monitoring of volca-
noes and assessment of risk). There’s no global 
coordination on issuing cross-border volcanic 
hazard warnings that address the full range of 
threats: pyroclastic flow, tephra fall (deposits 
of lofted rock fragments), lava flow, lahar (vol-
canic mudflow), volcanic gases, rafting pumice, 
drifting ash, tsunami and lightning. 

Tambora-size eruptions occur somewhere 
in the world once or twice every millennium on 
average, and every 400 years in the Asia Pacific 
region. It’s not a matter of if, but when.

Adventures in Volcanoland reminds us that 
we should all keep careful watch on the world’s 
volcanoes. They are more than alluring natural 
landmarks. They are powerful drivers of pro-
cesses on our planet that are crucial to under-
stand. Volcano enthusiasts, those interested 
in the history of this adventurous science and 
those questioning our place in the world will 
find much to enjoy in this absorbing book.

Heather Handley is an associate professor 
of volcanic hazards and geoscience 
communication in the Department of Applied 
Earth Sciences at the University of Twente in 
Enschede, the Netherlands.
e-mail: h.k.handley@utwente.nl

The Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai volcano in the South Pacific. 
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Books in brief




